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Word Problems
Worksheet 12
Item 6838

Word Problems
Worksheet 12

Read each problem and show your work in the work area.
Write your answer on the line.

Work area

1. Rosa made thirty-six cookies, two cakes, and twenty-seven
muffins for the school bake sale. How many items did she
make in all?
Rosa made ____________ items in all.
2. Raphael bought a pack of baseball cards for $2.49, a card
holder for $1.79, and a bobble head for $9.75. How much
money did Raphael spend in all?
Raphael spent $____________ in all.
3. Ione has a collection of seashells. She has thirteen conch
shells, seventeen whelks, and twenty-four limpets. How
many shells are in her collection?
Ione has____________ shells in her collection.
4. Sean had a summer job mowing lawns. He mowed six
lawns in June, nine lawns in July, and eight lawns in August.
How many laws did Sean mow over the summer?
Sean mowed____________ lawns over the summer.
5. On Tuesday, Mrs. Grayson graded seven papers in the
morning, four papers during lunch, and eleven papers after
school. How many papers did Mrs. Grayson grade on
Tuesday?
Mrs. Grayson graded____________ papers on Tuesday.
6. Thom drove from Phoenix to Nashville. He drove nine
hundred twenty-four miles on the first day and seven
hundred thirteen miles on the second day. How many miles
did Thom drive in all?
Thom drove____________ miles in all.

Skill: addition word problems with some regrouping.
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Word Problems Answer Key
Worksheet 12
Item 6838

Word Problems
Worksheet 12

Read each problem and show your work in the work area.
Write your answer on the line.

Work area
1

1. Rosa made thirty-six cookies, two cakes, and twenty-seven
muffins for the school bake sale. How many items did she
make in all?

65
Rosa made ____________
items in all.

36
2
+ 27
65
2

2. Raphael bought a pack of baseball cards for $2.49, a card
holder for $1.79, and a bobble head for $9.75. How much
money did Raphael spend in all?

14.03 in all.
Raphael spent $____________

2

$2.49
1.79
+ 9.75
$ 14.03
1

3. Ione has a collection of seashells. She has thirteen conch
shells, seventeen whelks, and twenty-four limpets. How
many shells are in her collection?

54
Ione has____________
shells in her collection.
4. Sean had a summer job mowing lawns. He mowed six
lawns in June, nine lawns in July, and eight lawns in August.
How many laws did Sean mow over the summer?

23 lawns over the summer.
Sean mowed____________

13
17
+ 24
54
6
9
+ 8
23
1

5. On Tuesday, Mrs. Grayson graded seven papers in the
morning, four papers during lunch, and eleven papers after
school. How many papers did Mrs. Grayson grade on
Tuesday?
Mrs. Grayson graded____________
papers on Tuesday.
22

11
4
+ 7
22

6. Thom drove from Phoenix to Nashville. He drove nine
hundred twenty-four miles on the first day and seven
hundred thirteen miles on the second day. How many miles
did Thom drive in all?
Thom drove____________
1,637 miles in all.

924
+ 713
1637

Skill: addition word problems with some regrouping.
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